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Exciton-exciton interaction and heterobiexcitons in GaN
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The formation of not onlyA biexcitons (XXAA) but also heterobiexcitons that consist ofA andB excitons
(XXAB) in a free-standing bulk GaN is identified by polarization-sensitive spectrally resolved FWM measure-
ments. The FWM spectra and delay-time dependence show that the interaction betweenA andB exciton gives
rise to the energy shifts of the spectra and the phase shifts of the quantum beating, which is considered as the
effect of the unbound state ofXXAB ~i.e., XXAB* ) andXXAB* is found to play an important role in the FWM
signals for all polarizations. The unboundA biexciton (XXAA* ) is also observed clearly in spectral and temporal
domains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Coherent nonlinear optical processes involving bou
biexcitons (XX) have been investigated extensively in bu
and quantum wells. Biexciton effects associated withXX
have been identified even in III-V semiconductors and m
easily in II-VI and I-VII semiconductors. However, pro
cesses involving two excitons require obviously to take
count of four-particle correlations,1–8 which mean not only
XX but also unbound biexciton (XX* ). Actually, XX* can
affect the observed signals strongly even under no clear
nature ofXX, for example, in cocircularly polarized excita
tion whereXX cannot be created according to the polariz
tion selection rules. Recently, it was found that excito
exciton correlations can have important, and even domin
effects at low density by Kneret al.8 They used the spatia
confinement by magnetic field to enhance the strength of
exciton-exciton correlations. In the sense, exciton-biexci
system is an appropriate system to the investigation of ma
particle correlations that are rarely accessed directly, wh
the scattering processes of unbound biexcitonXX* as well as
XX and their correlation with the exciton scattering pr
cesses is of considerable current interest.

Gallium nitride ~GaN! has large exciton binding energie
of more than 20 meV because of the relatively small diel
tric constant and large effective masses, and therefore,
large binding energies of biexcitons are expected. The la
binding energies and strong optical nonlinearities make
suitable material for the study of biexcitons and Coulom
correlations of their excitons by using the FWM techniqu
Recently, the degenerate FWM has been applied to study
properties of excitons9–12 and biexcitons13,14 in bulk GaN.
The biexcitonic contribution to the FWM signals may appe
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strongly in most usual excitation conditions by ultrash
pulses, and therefore is very important. But it is little know
currently about the Coulomb correlations including the info
mation of the bound biexcitons in GaN.

In this paper, we investigate experimentally the bound a
unbound biexciton contributions to the spectrally resolv
FWM signals in a free-standing bulk GaN. The spectra
heterobiexcitonXXAB that consists ofA- andB-hole excitons
as well asA-hole bound (XXAA) and unbound (XXAA* ) biex-
citons were clearly observed. Observation ofXXAB in GaN is
for the first time to our best knowledge. The unboundXXAB*
is essential for theXA-XB interaction and contributes mor
significantly to the FWM signal generation rather than t
boundXXAB biexcitons.

II. SAMPLE AND EXPERIMENT

The investigated sample is a free-standingc-face wurtzite
GaN of 70-mm thickness by the two-flow metal-organ
chemical vapor deposition method15 using the lateral epitax-
ial overgrowth technique.16,17 GaN crystallizes in the wurtz-
ite structure, whose valence bands consist ofA, B, and C
bands that are split each other even atG point due to the
crystal field and spin-orbit interaction.18 Therefore, the cor-
responding exciton structure consists ofA, B, andC excitons
~denoted hereafter asXA , XB , and XC , respectively!. The
transition energy difference betweenXA andXB is known to
be 5-6 meV, and theXC resonance is apart by more than 1
meV from theXB resonance.

The spectrally resolved, time-integrated two-pulse FW
experiments in reflection geometry are performed with
excitation pulses of the same intensities in the directionsk1
and k2, respectively. The pulses from a frequency-doubl
©2003 The American Physical Society12-1
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mode-locked Ti-doped sapphire laser with the spectral w
of 17.5 meV~FWHM! is used as a light source. The emitte
FWM signal in the 2k22k1 direction is spatially selected b
an iris, spectrally resolved by a spectrometer with the re
lution of 0.9 meV~FWHM!, and detected phase sensitive
by a photomultiplier. The delay timet12 between the two
incident pulses is defined to be positive if thek1 pulse pre-
cedes the k2 pulse. The total excitation intensity i
140 nJ/cm2, corresponding to the excited exciton densities
;1016 cm23, which is two orders of magnitude smaller tha
the screening density (;231018 cm23). The sample is
placed in a closed-cycle helium cryostat and all presen
FWM data are taken at 10 K. The detail of the experimen
setup is seen in Ref. 12.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Polarization selection rules in FWM can be used to d
criminate transitions from the vacuum state~G! to one of the
optically active exciton states~X! or transitions fromX to
bound biexciton states (XX) ~see Fig. 2!. The FWM signal
originates from the nonlinearities of phase-space fill
~PSF!, bare Coulomb interaction~BCI!, and exciton-exciton
correlation~XXC!, which is significantly dependent of ligh
polarizations and temporal ordering of the excitation pul
via the parametric relation between coherently created po
izations and occupations of the involved transitions a
states. Here BCI means Coulomb nonlinearities within
Hartree-Fock treatment and the interaction to induce ba
edge renormalization and local-field effect.19

Figure 1~a! shows the FWM spectra att1250.8 ps and for
different polarization configurations. The labelsXB , XA , and
XXAA represent theB-exciton, A-exciton, and the bound
A-biexciton states, respectively. The arrows on the top a
point to the energies of the transverseXA ~3.4791 eV! andXB
~3.4844 eV! resonances that were obtained from the analy
of the reflection spectra.20 Thus,XA-XXAA corresponds to the
transition energy fromXA to XXAA . From the position of
XA-XXAA , theXXAA-binding energy is found to be 5.3 meV
We have tuned the center laser wavelength energetically
low the XA resonance as shown in Fig. 1~a!, in order to
minimize the excitation ofXC and exciton continua.XC reso-
nance locates by 18.3 meV aboveXB resonance in this
sample. The transition matrix elementmA of XA is larger
by a small amount thanmB of XB ~the calculated ratio
mA

2 :mB
2;1:0.88) and the FWM signals are proportional

Ni
2m i

8 ( i 5A, B), whereNi is the density of the correspond
ing exciton state. Consequently, the FWM signal atXA are
stronger than that atXB .

The relative contributions betweenXA and XXAA to the
FWM signal are dependent strongly of the excitation pol
ization. For cocircular polarizations (s1 ,s1), the transition
from XA (XB) to XXAA (XXBB) is not allowed since
XXAA (XXBB) consists of twoXAs (XBs) with opposite ex-
citon spin and has the angular momentumJz50. Thus, the
signal XA-XXAA does not appear in (s1 ,s1) spectra. The
XA line broadens with relatively small inhomogeneity com
pared with the temporal FWM trace~Fig. 3! that decays with
the time constant of 0.66 ps fort12.0. The decay constan
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FIG. 1. ~a! FWM spectra att1250.8 ps. The three excitation
polarizations are used as indicated. The spectrum in (↑,→) polar-
izations is multiplied by 10. The arrows at the top axis indicate
energies ofA- andB-exciton resonances obtained by the reflecti
spectra. The excitation spectrum is also indicated.~b! FWM spectra
in (↑,→) at positive@t1250.8 ps, same as~a!# and negative (t12

521.2 ps) delay times.~c! and ~d! The fitting results of FWM
spectra att1250.8 ps. The solid circles and dotted lines are t
experimental data and the decomposed peaks. The solid line i
total fitted spectrum. The shaded components indicate the he
biexcitonsXXAB that consist ofXA andXB . Note that these com-
ponents are seen at the lower-energy side ofXA and XB in all
polarization configurations shown in Fig. 1~a!.
2-2
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corresponds to the homogeneous broadening of 500meV
and therefore the ratioG inhomo/Ghomo is found to be;4.
Taking account into the exciton lifetime and acoustic phon
scattering of this sample,12 the broadening consists o
330 meV by radiative broadening, 90meV by acoustic pho-
non scattering, and;80 meV by density-dependent broad
ening under these experimental conditions.

For cross-linear polarization (↑,→), the signals at the
energies ofXA and XB are strongly suppressed by th
quenching of the signal generation due to excitation-indu
dephasing~EID!,21,22 which is a part of XXC, and the signa
intensity at the energy ofXA becomes comparable to th
XA-XXAA signal. Note that, in Fig. 1~a!, the (↑,→) signal is

FIG. 2. Level diagram of exciton-biexciton system for a helic
basis. The thick solid lines represent excitonX andboundbiexci-
ton XX states to which the transitions are allowed. The thick das
lines above the bound biexciton states indicate the correspon
biexciton continuum edge (2X). X’s andXX’s are illustrated with
their constituent electrons and holes. Electron is depicted as a c
with vertical (mJ

c521/2) or horizontal lines (mJ
c51/2). Hole is as

a double circle with vertical (mJ
v51/2), horizontal (mJ

v521/2),
right-oblique (mJ

c53/2), and left-oblique (mJ
c523/2) lines.

FIG. 3. Spectrally resolved FWM traces atXA energy as a func-
tion of t12 for (s1 ,s1) at G-XA ~dotted line!, at G-XB ~dashed
line!, and (↑,↑) at G-XA ~solid line!. Inset, a simple level diagram
for the signal generation process. Note that bothXA and XB are
excited in the experiment.
20521
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multiplied by 10. From the polarization selection rules, t
FWM signal in the direction 2k2-k1 for t12.0 should arise
from the XA-XXAA and XA-XXAA* transitions for (↑,→).
Thus, the observed FWM signal in the vicinity of the ener
of XA is associated with the unbound biexcitonXXAA* . From
the fact that the transition energiesG-XA andXA-XXAA* are
the same within our spectral resolution andXA-XXAA and
XA-XXAA* transitions have the comparable strength and wi
that is the same asG-XA for (s1 , s1), the following are
found; the unbound stateXXAA* locates at the edge of two
A-exciton continuum, theXA-XXAA* transition has the similar
magnitude of the matrix element asXA-XXAA , and the
broadenings ofXA , XXAA , andXXAA* have a nearly perfec
correlation. This is quite reasonable for this bulk sample w
small inhomogeneity. Recently, Langbeinet al., observed
that theXXAA* state moves from the 2XA-continuum edge to
higher energetic region, increasing inhomogeneity due to
well-width fluctuation in GaAs quantum wells.23 As com-
pared with Fig. 1~b!, the contribution in the vicinity of
XA-XXAA* and XB-XXBB* changes significantly, whereas th
central energy of theXA-XXAA spectrum does not chang
when the delay timet12 varies from negative to positive
values. The effect can be explained byXXAB that will be
discussed later.

For colinear polarization (↑,↑), theXA-XXAA component
can appear also in accordance with the polarization selec
rules, and in fact, the small peak was observed in the spe
though the component is much smaller compared with
signal at G-XA transition. Same as the case for (↑,→),
XA-XXAA* may contribute to similar extent at the energy
XA . In addition, two main peaks atXA andXB are found to
be blue shifted slightly from the (s1 ,s1) spectra and is no
shifted from the (↑,→) spectra. The blue shift can be ex
plained by the spin-dependentXA-XB interaction~i.e.,XXAB* )
and therefore is seen also in (↑,→) spectra. Here, theXA-XB
interaction means the correlation via PSF in electronic s
states ofXA and XB . For example, as shown in Fig. 2, th
statesXA and XB with Jz51 can be represented asu3/2,
23/2,1/2,21/2& and u1/2,21/2,1/2,1/2& in uJv,mJ

v ,Jc,mJ
c&.

While theseXA andXB with the same exciton spins tha
are created in a broadband (s1 ,s1) excitation, have differ-
ent electronic spin states and no PSF occurs in any state,
occurs in the electron spins in (↑,↑) and (↑,→) excitations
becauseXA and XB with different exciton spins are create
simultaneously. Thus,with opposite exciton spins, the attrac-
tive force works between the same species (XA-XA and
XB-XB) and makes the bound biexcitonXAA and XBB , and
the repulsive force works between the different spec
(XA-XB). Conversely,with the same exciton spins, the attrac-
tive force works betweenXA andXB and the repulsive force
works between the same species. ThisXA-XB interaction can
be considered as the effect ofXXAB* . This effect gives rise
also to the phase shift ofXA-XB quantum beats in the tem
poral evolution as seen in Fig. 3. The influence ofXA-XB
interaction on the phase shift ofXA-XB quantum beats was
analyzed by Aokiet al. by using weakly interacting Boson
model.11
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Figures 1~c! and 1~d! show the examples of the decomp
sition of the FWM spectra. The fitting was performed assu
ing that Gaussian line shape in accordance with the inho
geneous broadening. As a result, for all polarizat
configurations, (↑, ↑), (↑, →), and (s1 ,s1), two weak
and relatively broad components appear at the energie
;1.4 meV in the low-energy side ofXA andXB . The com-
ponents are indicated by the shade in the figures. With
these components, for example, the trough betweenXA and
XB for (s1 ,s1) or the small peak at the wing ofXB is not
possible to be sufficiently reproduced. Those compone
also appeared in the FWM spectra at negativet12 and for all
polarization configurations.

The fact, those components are observed at the low
energy side apart by the same amount from bothXA andXB

resonances regardless of the polarization configurations
the sign of the delay times, leads to the presence of
heterobiexcitonXXAB that consists ofXA andXB as a bound
biexciton state. The heterobiexciton has been observed
in a 100-Å-ZnSe single-quantum well by FWM~Ref. 24!
and a bulk ZnO by two-photon reabsorption spectroscop25

The bound biexcitons that consist of the same species,XXAA
andXXBB , have paired electron spins as well as hole sp
andJz50. On the other hand,XXAB has different hole spins
and opposite electron spins, and therefore theirJz are62 as
shown in Fig. 2. Reflecting the low density ofXB compared
with XA , the XXAB component in the lower wing ofXB is
larger than that in the lower wing ofXA . From the observed
spectra, the binding energy ofXXAB is 1.4 meV that corre-
sponds to the period of;3 ps if quantum beats betwee
Xa-XAB andXa-XAB* (a5A, B) occurs. Unfortunately, smal
population ofXXAB as well as the long period compare
with the phase relaxation time smear the beating in temp
domain. In general, the biexciton binding energy has the
dency that the binding energy is increasing with decreas
electron-hole mass ratiome* /mh* , and the measured value
on this tendency.

The precise interpretation of XXC requires the form
isms to handlen-particle correlations such as dynamics co
trolled truncation scheme~DCTS!,26 where the coupled
equations of motion of one-pair and two-pair correlations
least have to be computed. Since it is difficult to carry out
our experimental situation as shown in Fig. 2, instead
will survey the temporal behavior qualitatively in the light
the XXC, particularly, theXA-XB interaction which is noth-
ing but XXAB* .

Figure 3 shows the spectrally resolved FWM traces a
function oft12 at the energy ofXA . For the comparison, the
signals for (s1 ,s1) at XB energy~dashed line! is also de-
picted. The signal decay fort12.0 is well fitted with the
time constant of 0.66 ps by using a suitable equation
intermediate inhomogeneous broadening and the decay
is nearly the same for all polarization configurations. Fun
mentally, the signal fort12.0 shows the decay of the firs
order polarization created byk1 pulse that drives theG-XA
transition. The signal intensities in (s1 ,s1) and (↑,↑) are
approximately one order of magnitude stronger than tha
(↑,→) ~not shown here! at t12.0, which shows that the
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EID-induced process is strongly suppressed for (↑,→).
Thus, XXC (XXAA* and XXAB* in this case! contributes
strongly to the FWM signal even att12.0. This signal in-
tensity ordering observed as well as in the FWM spectra
been measured generally in GaAs-based materials, whic
determined by the magnitudes ofXXAA* , XXAB* and the phase
between them. All the FWM signals indicate the clear be
ing character. The beating for (s1 ,s1) and (↑,↑) signals is
well reproduced with the frequency of 1.31 THz, correspon
ing to 5.4 meV. The energy coincides well to the ener
difference betweenXA andXB ~5.3 meV! from linear spec-
troscopies. From the beat period andp-phase-shift characte
for (↑,→) against (s1 ,s1) and (↑,↑) signals, the beating
can be assigned toXA-XB quantum beat. The initial phase o
the quantum beat in (s1 ,s1) is shifted by 0.4p compared
with the beat in (↑,↑). For XB ~not shown in Fig. 3!, the
phase shift has an opposite sign (;20.15p). This spin-
dependentXA-XB interaction induces the phase shift as w
as the aforementioned energy shift in the FWM spectra@Fig.
1~a!#.

For t12,0, the signal should be entirely due to th
Coulomb-induced nonlinearities. It is expected that t
bound biexcitons, such asXXAA , XXBB , and XXAB , will
make a more noticeable contribution in processes where t
photon transitions are active, i.e., for negative delay tim
and their continua or their unbound biexcitons play a min
role. But this is not the case. In ideal case, because the p
with the wave vectork2 arrives first at the sample fort12

,0 and the contribution to signal generation process is
second order as shown in the inset of the figure, the sig
generation due to PSF is suppressed for all polarizatio
Instead, two-photon coherences~TPC’s! created2 by two k2
photons dominate the dynamics of the system. Since the t
exciton state as a source of XXC is created by this tw
photon transition, it cannot emit light and builds up until th
k1 pulse arrives and triggers the FWM emission. The sl
rise of the signals that are very similar to the rise time
XA-XXAA , therefore, suggests that the signals are relate
the TPC’s. Especially, for (s1 ,s1) polarizations where the
creation ofXXAA is inhibited, the slow rise is unexpecte
without XXC since the signal should rise with a shorter tim
constant than half the decay time fort12.0 at least in the
case that any XXC’s do not work.XXAA* andXXAB* contrib-
ute to the signal and the clear beating indicates the existe
of XXAB* . For (s1 ,s1), the beating period fort12,0 is
almost the same as that fort12.0 and there is no phase jum
aroundt1250. Under no signal generation pathway via PS
this means that the beating originates fro
XXAB* -TPC-induced interference between the transitio
XA-XXAB* and XB-XXAB* . A pronounced beating for (↑,↑)
has a higher contrast than that fort12.0 and indicates the
significantXX-TPC andXX* -TPC contributions. The beat
ing originates from the interference between the signals
duced by the TPC’s and the XXC is attributed mainly to t
correlation betweenXXAA* and XXAB* . For the quantitative
explanation, the computational challenge for this system
currently proceeded.
2-4
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IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have investigated the FWM response
the exciton-biexciton system in a free-standing GaN. T
spectrally resolved FWM signals were discussed in term
biexciton formation and its contribution were explain
qualitatively. The formation of not onlyA biexcitonsXXAA

(DEb
AA55.3 meV) but also a heterobiexcitonXXAB (DEb

AB

51.4 meV) has been identified by polarization select
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